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Act One

presents

The Barber of Seville
by

Gioachino Rossini
Co Boi Nguyen, conductor
Marco Schindelmann, director

Amidst the streets of Seville, the wealthy Count Almaviva comes to the house of
Doctor Bartolo who has taken the lovely Rosina as his charge. Rosina’s dowry
and charm have combined to make her the most desirable woman of Seville,
and Almaviva finds himself a part of the pack of suitors fighting for Rosina’s
affections. To ensure that Rosina would not be interested in him because of his
status, Almaviva dresses as a poor student and dubs himself “Lindoro,” serenading
her to try to win her over. Figaro, the Barber of Seville and keeper of all of the
town’s secrets, suggests Almaviva disguise himself as a drunken soldier who has
been billeted to Bartolo to gain access to Rosina. The play goes awry when Bartolo
discovers Almaviva trying to get into the house and gets kicked out, but before
leaving, Almaviva and Rosina have their first meeting and he is able to pass off a
letter to her.

Act Two
Almaviva takes on his second ruse when he dresses up as a music teacher who is
to serve as a substitute for Don Basilio, Rosina’s music teacher. Bartolo is initially
skeptical but allows him entrance into the house. Figaro then comes to shave
Bartolo, and in order to keep Almaviva and Rosina from being alone, he insists
Figaro shave him in the music room. Hearing the two conspiring, Bartolo makes
everyone leave the house. With a threat to his plan, Bartolo demands that he marry
Rosina that evening, and persuades her to dismiss Lindoro (Almaviva) as a lackey
to the real Almaviva. Time passes, and Almaviva and Figaro come to Rosina to
meet. Rosina explains her feelings of betrayal and Almaviva finally reveals his
true identity, and the two reconcile. With no way to escape unseen, Almaviva and
Rosina marry with Figaro as the officiant and the wayward Basilio as the witness.
Bartolo, who had stranded the group together by taking away their ladder, appears
downtrodden, but is then consoled by being offered Rosina’s dowry.
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“Make way for the handyman of the city! … Ah, what a fine life, what a fine pleasure
for a barber of quality!” In the twists and turns of its plot and melodies, Gioachino
Rossini crafted a series of conundrums only the most cunning handyman would be
able to solve. The Barber of Seville remains one of the most noteworthy examples
of opera buffa, or comedic opera, still performed. The opera premiered in 1816
at the Teatro Argentina in Rome with a start to rival the comedy of its content.
Audience members, later revealed to have been supporters of rival composer
Giovanni Paisiello, jeered and hissed at the performance. Paisiello had composed

another Barber utilizing the same source for libretto 34 years prior. It seems only
fitting that the community that supported the established Paisiello resented a
competitor, in the form of 24 year old Rossini, who composed the opera in a mere
thirteen days. With its successive debuts, a fresh perspective yielded great success
and placed the work on its path to overwhelming notoriety.
Utilizing the wellspring of inspiration for works such as Mozart’s Le Nozze di
Figaro and Milhaud’s La mere coupable, librettist Cesare Sterbini takes the
words of comedic playwright Pierre Beaumarchais and reveals a myriad of most
colorful personalities. Rossini heightens these personas in melodic and virtuosic
opportunities fitting for each disposition. Count Almaviva, sincere in his quest for
true love demonstrates his prowess through coloratura runs that call for intense
flexibility and technical ability (“Ecco, ridente in cielo”). With Rosina’s cavatina in
Act One (“Una voce poco fa”), the audience is introduced to the illustrious woman
of Seville’s affection. Rosina’s arias call for a figure worthy of great discourse, and
her technical capacity, much like Almaviva’s, does not disappoint. With large leaps
and flurries, the role has been widely used for improvisation. Several Rosinas have
taken the opportunity to exhibit the immense skill necessary for the role, including
the likes of Kathleen Battle, Joyce DiDonato and Maria Callas. The title character
of the Barber, Figaro, is truly a unification of charm, calculation and thriftiness. His
precariousness brings with it a sense of urgency and constant movement, embodied
in Rossini’s musical setting, exemplifies this perfectly. Figaro’s role follows suit
as far as technical difficulty, hurdling between large melodic spaces and rhythmic
patterns rivaling his own lack of predictability (“Largo al factotum”).
Through these rich characterizations, The Barber of Seville serves as a standard
for Rossini’s own compositional identity, the results of which are now considered
operatic trademarks. One operatic convention found within Rossini’s creation
is the “ensemble of perplexity,” coined by Edward J. Dent. The “ensemble of
perplexity” is depicted as a small ensemble at a moment in action while something
embarrassing has come up and the ensemble is left in confusion or agitation. This
concept is idyllically represented in the quintet “Don Basilio – Cosa veggo?”
Through repetition of text such as the phrase “Buona serra,” Rossini plays with the
larger than life act of the conspirators Figaro, Rosina and Almaviva kicking out the
music teacher Don Basilio so that he doesn’t reveal the lovers. Another stylistic
feature is the use of what is classified as the “Rossini crescendo.” This drive, in
frenzied orchestral accompaniment and overlapping melodic lines, results in a
flurry of sound and text akin to a stack of papers flying into the air. The convenient
part of Rossini’s comedic style is that the papers have stacked so perfectly in the
pile of good fortune that the audience is carried away by this climactic momentum.
Just as the “Rossini crescendo” has propelled the work for decades, The Barber of
Seville continues to drive forward as an unstoppable force in history.

Director’s Notes

sanitize
Informal

Synonyms for sanitize
verb sterilize

censor

verb. forbid; ban; selectively remove

(Thesaurus.com)
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Intermezzo
I: Artist and University of Redlands faculty member Angela Willcocks

has set up an art studio in an empty store front located in North Long Beach.
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and banters, jokes are told and laughs are had, everyone is involved, men, young,
old, and middle-aged, and now females, all joining in. You could walk in to a
Barbershop today and it would be like you had been going there for years often
the results of a tradition handed down over generations. This is a large part of what
makes this culture so special.
Cultural diversity has characterized the American culture since its beginning
becoming a buzzword along with multiculturalism. Cultural diversity is often
skewed by a lack of understanding, different personal beliefs, peer and media
perceptions, education and economics or a simple fear of something inconsistent
with the norm.
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Pierre-Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais, the original author of the Figaro trilogy,
was born in 1732, and to say he lived through the tumultuous years of the French
Revolution would be to understate his activity as playwright, inventor, craftsman,
diplomat, political activist, and businessman. The phrase “briefly jailed” appears
often in his biography. The character of Figaro first took the stage in 1775, more
than a decade before “the national razor” would take its place as a kind of grotesque
purgative for the body politic, but the antic barber/doctor of the plays and operas
already had in mind the inconsistency and danger that comes with pursing freedom
and choosing what or whom to love.
The texts above are created through bibliomancy (randomly choosing words from
a text) based on a random operation where the number and organization of the
bibliomancy is chosen by counting off lines and pages to locate words and phrases.

The resulting reduction of the play is then crafted into a false translation.
Imagine this brief, marginally intelligible text as Figaro’s voice emerging from
a kind of spiritual-historical Magic-Eight ball, answering a question that can
only form once the answer is clear. Is Southern California in 2015 more or less
complicated than revolutionary Paris, more or less subject to deception, disguise,
misunderstanding, vanity? Who is locking the doors, and who is pitching
subversive missives out the window? Rossini’s version is a reduction and disguise
of the Beaumarchais stage play; a barber plying his trade in a small Long Beach
storefront is another version of Figaro. Like our friendly Barber, he survives by
serving, and he, too, has a place and role in history. (Alisa Slaughter for Borderline
Antigone)
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